
What qualities do you have that you are thankful for?

Vroooom, ‘WOW!’ said my partner, ‘Your new RC
car  you created went 132 MPH!’ Hi, my name is Jacob
and I am 11 years old and my birthday is January 21st
2011. I want to be a Technology engineer. My favorite
hobbies are piano, art and games. 3 qualities I am
Thankful for are I am inquisitive, supportive, and
musical.

A quality I have is that I am Inquisitive. I am always
focused on solving problems, puzzles, and figuring out
how things work. I almost always have at least one
puzzle in my pocket either a 3x3 or a 2x2. I'm good at
this quality because I can solve a 3x3 in under a minute
and a 2x2 in under 20 seconds.

Another quality I have is that I am Supportive. If I
spot that someone or even an animal is sad, I will
always try to make them feel happy. I show this quality
because when my classmates or friends feel bad or
sad I will ask them “whats wrong?”. And if I can't help
them then I get a teacher.



A quality I am glad to have is that I am musical. I
love to play piano and other instruments. I also love
listening to music. My favorite song to listen to is
electronic/ dance music such as Marshmello and way
more. I show this amazing quality by playing piano
everyday and listening to music whenever I can. I
would also hum in class sometimes…shh. I feel like
having the ability to listen to music and being able to
play it on piano is a hard skill to achieve. It took many
years to build this skill.

I am thankful for all these qualities because I want
to be a Technology Engineer and being inquisitive will
help me figure out how things work and fix some of the
problems I may have. Being musical and listening to
music helps me focus better and more efficiently. Being
supportive when my COWorkers are feeling sad will
benefit us and we may become friends.

Thank you for reading my Essay!


